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What was the Cold War? Leaders during the Cold War:

• A Cold War is a lot of tension between different countries, but not 
actual fighting.

• THE Cold War was a long argument between the USA & USSR.  It 
was caused by different ideologies (beliefs): capitalism vs. communism.

USSR leaders:
Stalin, Khrushchev & Brezhnev

USA presidents:
Truman, Kennedy & Nixon

Capitalism (in the USA) Communism (in the USSR (also called Soviet Union/Russia))

• People make money for themselves      
(they don’t share it out equally).

• Leaders are chosen in democratic   
elections.

• Freedom of speech is important.

FEARED USSR because… Americans
thought they would lose all their money under 
Communism.  They also knew that Stalin (Soviet 
leader) killed anyone who disagreed with him.

• Businesses are owned by the government                    
& money is shared out equally.

• There are no democratic elections – only                         
Communists can lead.

• Equality & obedience are more important                
than freedom of speech.

FEARED USA because… Americans had fought
against the Communists in the Russian Civil
War & wanted to get rid of Communism.

Events which started the Cold War: 

Yalta Conference (Feb 1945)

Wartime alliance against Hitler: Britain
(Churchill), USA 
(Roosevelt), USSR 
(Stalin).

At Yalta, the leaders 
decided:

o Germany would be divided into 4 zones.
o Eastern Europe would hold                       

free elections.
o Stalin given ‘sphere of                               

influence’ in Eastern                                     
Europe (see map below).

Potsdam Conference (July-Aug 1945)

Relations between leaders were worse …

• Soviet soldiers were occupying Eastern 
Europe.

• Truman was new US President – he was very 
anti-Communist.  He boasted to Stalin about 
USA’s atomic bomb.

At conference, leaders disagreed about:

• Germany – USSR wanted to weaken Germany 
with reparations to punish them for WW2, 
but USA wanted to strengthen Germany.

• Eastern Europe – Stalin’s ‘sphere of 
influence’ seemed like an empire to Truman.

Soviet Expansion (1945-8)

The USSR expanded their 
‘sphere of influence’ in Eastern 
Europe by aggressively forcing 
countries to become Communist:

• Czechoslovakia & Hungary –
non-Communists killed.

• Poland – non-Communists 
forced to leave the country.

• East Germany – run by Soviet 
army.

• 1947, Stalin set up Cominform.  This organisation 
let him control countries in Eastern Europe.

Soviet expansion scared the USA.  They thought that 
the USSR would spread Communism across the world.

Truman Doctrine (1947)

• In 1947, Truman started the containment 
policy. This said that the USA would not allow 
Communism to spread to any more countries.

• In Greece, the USA got involved in fighting 
against Communists.  This started their new 
Truman Doctrine, which said:

The USA would give 
money & supplies to 
any country fighting 
against Communism, 
in order to make sure 
that containment 
happened.

Truman

Stalin

The divide between 
East & West was called 

the Iron Curtain.



Marshall Plan (1948)

• Truman came up with the Marshall 
Plan.  This was where the USA gave 
$17 billion to European countries to 
help them rebuild after World War 
Two.

• The idea was that richer countries 
would be less likely to turn to 
Communism.

• Congress (the US Parliament) 
eventually agreed to the Marshall Plan 
when they saw the violent deaths of 
non-Communists in Czechoslovakia.

• However, Stalin 
was very 
suspicious.  He 
refused to let 
Communist 
Eastern 
European 
countries use 
Marshall Aid, 
and set up 
Comecon in 
1949 (a group 

of Eastern European countries who would 
trade with each other, not the West).

Berlin Blockade & Airlift (1948-9)

• After World War Two, Germany was 
divided into 4 zones. The Eastern 
zone was controlled by the USSR, and 
the Western zones were controlled by 
the USA/Britain (and France, although 
they were not very involved).

• Berlin (in the Soviet zone) was also 
split into East & West.

• The USA & Britain joined their zones                               
together to make them stronger.                                    
However, this angered Stalin because                                     
he wanted to keep Germany weak.

• In 1948, Stalin blockaded Berlin, so                                                   
the USA could not get supplies into                                                    
West Berlin using roads or trains.                                                        

• The USA had to fly in all the supplies that West Berlin 
needed.  This is called the Berlin airlift.  It lasted until Stalin 
called off the blockade in 1949.

• In 1949, Germany was split into 2 countries, 
a divide that would last for over 50 years:

o Federal Republic of Germany (West 
Germany) – allied to the USA/Capitalist

o German Democratic Republic (East 
Germany) – allied to USSR/Communist.
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Development of the Cold War:

Events in Asia

• China becomes Communist (1949) – Mao                              
(Communist leader) took over China.  In 1950,                   
he signed a treaty of friendship with USSR.

• The USA feared a domino effect – where one                             
Asian country after another would ‘fall to                    
Communism’.

Korean War (1950-53):
o North Korea = Communist, South Korea = 

Capitalist.  1950: North invaded South.

o US troops supported South Korea via to 
United Nations.  First violent conflict of 
the Cold War.

o Both sides tested dangerous weapons.  Distrust grew 
between East & West.

o 1953: peace treaty put the borders back to where they 
were at the start.

Vietnam War (1950s & 1960s):

o North Vietnam = Communist, South Vietnam                                    
= Capitalist.  North Vietnam tried to invade                             
the South, supported by the USSR/China.

o USA supported South Vietnam, but                        got 
stuck in a long war they could not win.                         This 
humiliated the US.

Military Alliances

Alliance – countries who agree to protect 
each other in a war.  There were two main 
alliances in the Cold War, which made each 
side even more suspicious of each other.

(1.) NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organisation): 
capitalist countries like the USA and UK.

• Set up 1949, during the Berlin Blockade.

• Aims: to protect capitalist countries 
against an attack from the USSR.

(2.) Warsaw Pact: communist countries 
like the USSR & Eastern Europe.

• Set up 1955, when West Germany was 
allowed to join NATO.

• Aims: to protect communist countries 
from an attack from the USA.

Arms Race

• 1945: US created the first nuclear                                                 
atomic (A) bomb.

• 1949: USSR had their own A-bomb.

• 1952: US created the H-bomb (x1000                                                    
power of an A-bomb).

• 1953: USSR had their own H-bomb.

• 1957: USSR created missiles that could                                                
carry nuclear bombs.  The intercontinental                                                   
ballistic missile (ICBM) allowed the USSR                                              
to send a missile into space & bring it down to target the USA.

• 1959: US had their own ICBM systems.

Why was there an arms race?

• MAD… Mutually Assured Destruction.  Both sides                       were 
equally matched and could destroy each other with                           
their nuclear weapons, so neither side actually                                 
wanted to attack.

• Military-industrial complex – some Americans believed that their 
government was only making nuclear weapons because they were in the 
pay of weapons companies, who only cared about making money.

Space Race

• 1957: USSR                                               
put the first                                         
satellite in                                         
space.

• 1958: USA
set up NASA                                                  
to research                                            
space.

• 1961: USSR put first man 
(Yuri Gagarin) in space.

• 1969: US put first man (Neil 
Armstrong) on moon.

Why was there a space race?

• Good propaganda – made 
each superpower look more 
powerful.

• Helped to develop the 
missiles needed to make 
ICBM systems (important in 
arms race).

Mao

Throughout the 1950s, 
Americans were terrified 
of nuclear war.  Children 
were taught to ‘duck and 

cover’ like ‘Bert the Turtle’.



Hungarian Uprising (1956)

When Stalin died in 1953, Khrushchev became the                                          
next Soviet leader.  He talked about peace between                                               
East & West, and closed down Cominform (signalling                                                  
to Eastern European countries that he would allow                                         
more freedom).

Why was there an uprising against Communism in Hungary?
• Rakosi was a strict Communist leader with a harsh secret police.
• Soviet troops were stationed in Hungary (Hungarians had to pay for 

them).  The Russian language was forced on schools.

What happened in the uprising?

1956: huge uprising in Hungary. A statue of Stalin 
was pulled down.  USSR allowed Nagy to become the 
new leader. He wanted:
o Free elections.
o Soviet troops to leave Hungary.
o Hungary to leave the Warsaw Pact &                            

be neutral in Cold War.

• November: Soviet tanks moved into Hungary,                        
leading to 2 weeks of fighting.  Nagy was executed.

• Western powers were shocked but not willing to help Hungary 
because the USA would not risk starting a war with the USSR.

What was the impact of the uprising?
• USSR cracked down on Hungary.  Thousands 

of anti-Communist protestors were killed.
• Kadar became the new leader of Hungary 

(he obeyed the USSR).
• Showed that no country would be allowed to 

leave the Warsaw Pact.
• Showed the USA would not help out Eastern 

Europe.

U-2 Crisis (1960)

U-2 planes were incredibly powerful 
spy planes used by the USA.

1960: Paris Peace Summit planned 
between USA, USSR, Britain & 
France.  They were going to discuss:

o Need for a Test Ban Treaty (to 
limit testing of nuclear weapons).

o Disagreements over Berlin & 
Cuba.

Just before summit… U-2 plane 
was shot down by the USSR.  
America refused to apologise or 
even admit they had been spying.

Impact:  USSR refused to go to 
the summit.  This meant that there 
was no Test Ban Treaty or solution 
about Berlin & Cuba.
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Khrushchev
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Berlin Wall (1961)

Reasons for crisis:

In 1949, Germany was divided into East 
(Communist) 
& West 
(Capitalist) 
Germany.  
Berlin was 
in East 
Germany.

(1.) Many people left East Germany
because conditions were harsh.  Most of 
the leavers were young workers – people 
East Germany did not want to lose!

Lots of East Germans were leaving 
through Berlin, where they could escape 
to the West.

(2.) Berlin was a good place for the US 
to spy on the USSR.

(3.) 1961: US had a new President 
(Kennedy).  Khrushchev thought he was 
inexperienced so he wanted to test him.

Events of crisis:

In August 1961, East German and 
Soviet soldiers put up a wall to 
divide East & West Berlin.  It was 
almost impossible to cross.

In October, Soviet tanks pulled up 
to Checkpoint Charlie (the crossing 
point on the wall).  US &  Soviet 
tanks had a terrifying 18-hour

standoff before 
pulling back.

Kennedy accepted 
the wall - it was 
better than war.

Impact of crisis:

• Propaganda – the US 
talked about a prison 
wall.  The USSR said it 
was a protective shell.

• The Berlin Wall showed 
that the superpowers 
would not risk a war. 

• Families in Berlin were 
divided, and hundreds 
of people were killed 
trying to cross the wall.

• The number of people 
leaving East Germany 
each year was reduced 
by nearly 50 times.

Cuban Missile Crisis (1962)

Reasons for crisis:

Cuba is a country 
south of the US.  
It was ruled by 
the unpopular 
General Batista 
(ally of the USA).

• 1959: Castro overthrew Batista.  He 
was not Communist, but was left-wing.

• USA & Cuba’s relations got worse, e.g. 
US disrupted the Cuban economy.

• This drove Castro towards friendship 
with Khrushchev.  The USSR started 
sending money & weapons to Cuba.

• 1961: Bay of Pigs – backed by the 
US, Cuban exiles tried to overthrow

Castro. There were too 
few exiles and the 
invasion failed, 
humiliating                        
the USA.

• 1962: US photos showed                      
that the USSR were                              
building missile launch sites                       
on Cuba. These missiles                                     
could destroy most of the                           
USA in 20 minutes.

Events of crisis:

Oct 1962: President Kennedy was 
told about the missile sites.  He 
decided to blockade Cuba, to stop 
missiles getting there (see map).

This was followed by the 13 days:

• Soviet ships with missiles obeyed 
the US blockade & turned around.

• Khrushchev wrote to Kennedy, 
saying he’d remove the missiles if 
Kennedy swore not to invade Cuba.

• Khrushchev changed his demands, 
saying that the missiles would be 
removed if Kennedy removed US 
missiles from Turkey (near USSR).

• US plane was shot down over Cuba; 
Kennedy refused to invade Cuba.

• He accepted 
Khrushchev’s 
first demands.  
Khrushchev 
removed the 
missiles from 
Cuba & USA 
removed their 
missiles from 
Turkey (secretly).

Impact of crisis

 Kennedy – better 
reputation: he stood 
up to Khrushchev & 
forced him to back 
down.  Missiles take 
off Turkey secretly, 
so Kennedy still 
looked good.

 Khrushchev – Cuba 
remained Communist.  
US missiles were 
removed from 
Turkey.

 World – USA & 
USSR wanted to 
avoid nuclear war, 
and signed a Nuclear 
Test Ban Treaty the 
next year.

Kennedy
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Prague Spring (1968) – in Czechoslovakia (Prague is the capital)

Reasons for crisis:

• Czechs hated Communism because of 
the lack of freedom & the weak 
economy (the USSR took most of 
Czechoslovakia’s money).

• 1968: Dubček became the new 
leader of Czechoslovakia.  He wanted 
‘socialism with a human face’: 

o Communism with 
more freedom & a 
better economy.

o This experiment was 
called the Prague 
Spring.

o There was even a plan to let a rival 
socialist party be set up, to oppose 
the Communist party.

Note: Dubček made it clear that he 
would stay in the Warsaw Pact.  Even so, 
the Soviets were suspicious of the 
changes taking place.

Events of crisis:

• In August 1968, 
the Soviet leader 
(Brezhnev) sent 
tanks & 500,000 
soldiers into 
Czechoslovakia.

• The Czechs did not fight 
back, but did peacefully 
protest, e.g. standing in 
front of or on tanks.

• The USA did not help the 
Czechs because the USSR 
could do what it wanted in 
their sphere of influence.

Impact of crisis:

• Relations between the East 
& West became worse, 
because Brezhnev said that 
he would not allow Eastern 
Europe countries to reject 
Communism even if ‘it 
meant a third world war.’

• Brezhnev also said:

• Czechoslovakia became 
furiously anti-Soviet.

Détente

Détente = relaxation of tension between the two superpowers.  The USA & USSR were not friends, but they 
were less hostile.  E.g.:

• 1968, Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty: aimed at stopping the spread of nuclear 
weapons.

• 1971: USA allowed China to join the UN.  The US team also played ping-pong in 
China (making them look friendly!)

• 1972, Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT): number of missiles on each side 
was limited for 5 years.

Why?
• Money – both USA & USSR were lacking money due to the arms race & the Cold War.
• USA & USSR were both worried about the growing power of China.
• Both sides were worried about their number of nuclear weapons.

Dubček

Brezhnev Doctrine: countries 
were Communist if they 
were members of the 
Warsaw Pact & only had one 
political party (Communists). 

Brezhnev


